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Next Meeting Date:

January 19, 2022

1.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE MINUTES
Wednesday, November 17, 2021 | 9:00am
Virtual Meeting via Zoom
MEMBERS PRESENT

Chair Dave Eccles | Dave Ford | Mike Schierz | Alicia Mawhinney |
Bev Morgan |Tammy Louther | Curtis Schmalz (arrived at 9:11am)

REGRETS

Dave Hocking | Jason Radstake (absent with notice)

OTHERS PRESENT

April Marshall | Brenda Goetz | Emily Morrison | Andrew Wilken

DISCLOSURE OF
PECUNIARY INTEREST

Nil

DELEGATIONS

Nil

DISCUSSIONS & DECISIONS
1.

Adoption of October 20th, 2021 Regular Meeting Minutes

2.

Moved by MIKE SCHIERZ / Seconded by BEV MORGAN
THAT the minutes of the October 20th, 2021 Regular Meeting be approved as printed and
circulated.
CARRIED
Business Arising from Minutes
A. Marshall updated the Committee relating to Item #3.3. This matter was discussed with
Building Maintenance and Parks & Recreation staff to assess an appropriate area to install
the existing EV charger currently in stock. Staff are awaiting a quote from Westario Power.
D. Ford suggested connecting with Hallman Motors, as General Motors plans to install
40,000 charging stations in Canada. A. Marshall further stated that 6 Tesla charging
stations were recently installed in Mount Forest at the Canadian Tire by their local power
company.

3.

Strategic Plan Goals & Action Plan Update
3.1.

HIPP - Hanover’s Innovative People Program
HIPP was launched on November 3rd, 2021 with a media release. The Cultural
Matchmaker quiz direct target marketing is currently being executed. The site has
had 600 visits so far.
It is anticipated that more content will be developed and target marketing will occur
next Spring.
The Apprentice Toolkit for employers will be distributed soon. E. Morrison
suggested that she and April hand deliver the documents to further engage
employers.

3.2.

Business Retention & Expansion
Hanover Council ratified the October 20, 2021 EDC minutes at their meeting of
November 15, 2021, for which included the 2021 Report. Presentations were made
to Downtown Improvement Area (DIA) and Hanover Chamber of Commerce.
Feedback from these organizations included security, truck traffic and truck noise.

It was determined that an Ad-Hoc Committee be established to address these
concerns, but being cognizant of the current supply issues being experienced by
all businesses due to the COVID pandemic. Additionally, the Committee discussed
that it may be prudent to discuss traffic issues with County of Grey.
3.3.

Saugeen Connects
A. Marshall updated the Committee by advising that WOWSA (Women of
Wellington Saugeen Area) will be under the direction of Saugeen Connects moving
forward. This will keep the momentum moving forward and compliment the ‘women
pillar’ of Saugeen Connects mandate.
Saugeen Connects is hiring a part-time Project Coordinator to collaborate with a
multitude of partners, businesses, contractors, affiliates, and service agencies to
deliver successful initiatives that support our mission.

3.4.

Tourism
A. Marshall advised the Regional Advisory Committee that meet quarterly have
been held for member municipalities along the Saugeen watershed (SEDC
partners) and they recently discussed collaborating to develop a tourism product
related to the Saugeen River, however many don’t have the infrastructure or
assets associated with the river to advance the initiatives. Subsequently, the
Municipalities of Saugeen Shores, Arran-Elderslie, Brockton and Hanover
identified that they have access points and river activity, which has prompted
further discussion amongst these areas to join together to further explore product
development and marketing opportunities.

4.

Grey County Update
In response to local labour shortages, partners of the Grey Bruce Virtual Job Fair are
hosting a virtual event on Tuesday, November 23, from 2:00 to 7:00 p.m. Thousands of
jobs are available amongst the one hundred of registered employers (maximum capacity
has been met for the platform). County of Grey is hosting registrations. The event is
advertised on Town of Hanover website at https://www.hanover.ca/events/grey-brucevirtual-job-fair-2.
Made in Grey previously distributed printed editions to local county households. It has
been decided to not continue this practice. The publication will be available electronically
only and a year end review publication is currently being coordinated.
Bryan Plumstead, Manager, Grey County Tourism has announced his retirement at the
end of this year. Committee members wish him well.

5.

Launch Pad Update
E. Morrison announced that one of their volunteers were recognized with the prestigious
Irwin National Tradesperson of the Year Award, from 1,200 applications submitted.
Field trips started 2 weeks ago, with 30 students from Owen Sound attending Launch Pad.
Weekly trips are being scheduled for remainder of the year.
January Program listing is being developed.
E. Morrison will be presenting the final report for Neptune Scoops at our next meeting.
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6.

Hanover Chamber of Commerce Update
C. Schmalz updated the Committee members. Trick or Treat Trail Event was very
successful, and received accolades from participants and businesses. It is believed that
approximately 1,000 children attended the Event. The Holiday Shop & Win, commences
November 18th and continues until December 17th. 71 businesses are participating in this
Event, and is sponsoring a prize.
Chamber of Commerce is considering hosting a Christmas social with the Downtown
Improvement Association.

7.

Saugeen Municipal Airport Update
D. Hocking extended his regrets, but submitted the SMA minutes. The SMA Board of
Directors is working on their Budget, and creating a business plan. A. Marshall noted that
she will discuss the previous Strategic Plan assisted by Economic Development for the
airport to D. Hocking as a reminder to consider picking up and including that work and the
associated recommendations in the new business plan.

8.

Correspondence
Nil

9.

New Business
A. Wilken updated the Committee members with new developments occurring within Town.

10.

Adjournment
Moved by CURTIS SCHMALZ
THAT this meeting now be adjourned at 9:46 am

_______________________________
Chair, Dave Eccles
_______________________________
Committee Secretary, April Marshall
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2022

3.3

STRATEGIC
PLAN
SUCCESSION MATCHING

Develop succession planning toolkit, that
leverages Succession Matching as a tool.
Target 1-2 new business signups on SM
(per partner/community)
Offer webinar series | Provide SM codes
upon completion
Target marketing to business owners and
service providers in coordination with
webinar series
Tie promotion into SEDC Sponsorships
(I.E., Grey Bruce Farmers Week)
YOUTH

WORKFORCE

Redevelop & market Employer Profiles
package
Develop employers network and host
regular meet-ups (target 2 in 2022)
Engage/report with LIP's and Workforce
Planning
Research grant opportunities to address
issues
Compliment WOWC Labour Force
Strategy

WOMEN

Secure SSUP Sponsors (end of April)
Virtually launch program w/ keynote
speaker in secondary schools (mid-April)
Promote applications to youth (May)
Execute SSUP (June, July, August)
Offer training series in coordination with
execution (keynote kick-off)
Engage sponsors in extra activity and
support to youth participants

Establish WOWSA as a program of...
Continue entrepreneurial and leadership
webinar series (Jan-March). Growing to
meet different needs/levels of
entrepreneurs.
International Women's Day Keynote
Speaker - to coincide with webinar
series and/or event (awards)
Promote AWE loan program + other
training & grant opportunities

HIRE P/T PROJECT COORDINATOR

Assists in administering events, training, marketing, and other economic development
initiatives of Saugeen Connects in accordance with agreements, procedures and plans.
Ensures Saugeen Connects core events, training, initiatives and promotions are
coordinated, managed, and delivered efficiently and effectively.
Assists with the production, updating and availability of marketing tools (i.e., website,
directories, resources, profiles, social media, print publications and materials, radio
campaigns, various linkages, etc.)
Seeks out and applies for grants that support Saugeen Connects initiatives. Manages grant
applications and reporting, requests for quotes.

5.1

Impact and Viability Report for Neptune Scoops
Launch Pad Youth Activity & Technology Centre

Coaching & Development Support:
Elly Green
Jenna Stevenato
Shaylyn McKay
www.ellygreen.com

Prepared For:
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1.

Introduction
1.1.

Launch Pad

Launch Pad Youth Activity and Technology Centre is a regional not-for-profit that promotes the positive skill development of youth
aged 12-18 in the rural Hanover area. Launch Pad’s mission is to create opportunities for all youth to explore their curiosity, discover
their interests, and enhance their skills through programs, partnerships and community engagement, which Launch Pad believes will
lead them to become active and contributing members of our communities.
Launch Pad is the leading facility of its kind within the region with a modern 6000 sq. ft. facility that includes a commercial kitchen,
welding space, technology lab, wood-working training facility, and conferencing areas. These spaces are also offered for community
members to rent.

1.2.

Neptune Scoops

Launch Pad has seen the social enterprise model generate revenue within non-profit and charitable organizations to offer more
programs, create more impact and foster entrepreneurial skills. Launch Pad decided to explore the social enterprise model with a
cohort of youth to showcase and instill Launch Pad’s values of innovation, empowerment, and inclusivity.
When the pandemic hit, Launch Pad chose to pivot and begin this chapter with a new opportunity for youth to find and develop the
confidence to radiate their positivity within our rural communities. This chapter involved the development, launch and summer pilot
of a social enterprise ice cream truck: Neptune Scoops.
At this same time, the Government of Canada launched the Investment Readiness Program (IRP). Launch Pad’s executive director,
Emily Morrison, saw this as an opportunity for Launch Pad to seek essential funding to build their capacity in the growing social
finance market while also providing innovative, empowering and inclusive programming to youth through Neptune Scoops.

“Scooping ice cream may be a simple thing, but through ice cream we can teach our youth the fundamentals of customer service,
business planning and what it means to be an entrepreneur.” - Emily Morrison, Executive Director

2.

Process Overview

Throughout 2021 the EG Team worked with Launch Pad, community stakeholders engaged by Launch Pad, and the Neptune
Scoops youth cohort to support the development, launch and evaluation of Neptune Scoops, their pilot social enterprise.

2.1.

Development to Launch

February → May 2021
The EG team supported Launch Pad through the development and launch of a summer pilot for a youth-led social enterprise
venture. EG provided coaching sessions throughout the process of a feasibility study and the development of a business plan for
Neptune Scoops’ ice cream truck operations.
With Launch Pad, EG initially worked to deliver interactive sessions online that coached a team of Launch Pad staff and executives
along with representatives from the community, through the unique process of performing a feasibility study for a social enterprise.
Once a group of youth were hired to take part in the summer pilot, EG facilitated several working sessions with Launch Pad and the
hired youth to support the youth in developing the business plan and envisioning the brand for their ice cream truck, Neptune
Scoops.

Developed and delivered coaching sessions on social enterprise feasibility →
This process involved coaching the Launch Pad team through personalized sessions that dove into structure and strategy, market
research, social and employment models, operational activities, and financing - all with the ultimate goal of completing a feasibility
study. EG was responsible for producing a final, edited and fully compiled version of the feasibility study for Launch Pad’s use.
● Structure / Strategic Alignment →

●

●

●

●

EG introduced resources such as the Social Enterprise Business Model Canvas to assess the fit of an ice cream truck
business within their organization.
Market Research →
EG supported the Launch Pad team to map out their beneficiary and customer segments as well as their partners
and key stakeholders. The Launch Pad team explored the differences between their social value proposition and their
customer value proposition.
Social / Employment models →
The Launch Pad team was led through various activities including asset mapping, which allowed them to create a
development pathway to ensure youth received the intended outcomes.
Operations →
EG provided resources to dive deep into the day-to-day operations of the social enterprise. The Launch Pad team
assessed whether their organization had the skills, resources and tools to run this social enterprise successfully.
Finances →
Through group activities, Launch Pad evaluated the ice cream truck’s potential to generate enough sales revenue to
cover business costs by exploring the revenue / sales, costs, and profit / surplus.

Facilitated youth-focused working sessions on social enterprise business planning →
EG facilitated several working sessions with the hired youth and Launch Pad staff to introduce new concepts and provide tools to
collaborate on their creative and innovative ideas. The goal of these sessions was to validate the assumptions in the feasibility study
in order to confirm a solid business plan.
● Marketing Strategy →
Youth were introduced to the 4 P’s of Marketing: Product, Price, Place and Promotion. Through group activities they
designed a site plan, collaborated on a creative brief, and developed a promotional strategy that included an ongoing
punch-card loyalty program.
● Operations Plan →
Youth looked into start-up and ongoing costs while differentiating between business and social costs. Youth were
empowered to explore their own social, environmental and cultural priorities in order to establish operational planning
documents such as decision-making and risk matrices.
● Sales Strategy →

●

The hired youth and Launch Pad staff mapped out sales projections and expenses while considering the budget for
the summer pilot. Through group activities, the youth finalized their menu prices to ensure that Neptune Scoops will
break-even.
Evaluation Plan →
EG led the youth to prioritize the social outcomes that had been identified in the feasibility study through an asset
mapping activity. Through collaboration, the youth agreed upon the stages of development that would lead them to
build the skills and assets most important to them.

“It looks just like we envisioned. It’s amazing that it’s now here in real life because before it was all just kind of in our [heads], all in
our ideas and our drawings. This has been so amazing, so fun to create. This is something I would never have experienced before if I
didn’t apply for this job.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire

2.2.

Summer Pilot to Season End

May → October 2021
With the launch of Neptune Scoops, the EG team engaged in supportive coaching throughout the roll-out of the summer pilot with
the youth cohort. As the season came to an end, the youth cohort and Launch Pad staff participated in interviews.

Facilitated check-in sessions throughout the operating summer season →
Each check-in engaged the youth cohort on key business areas, strengths and opportunities for improvement within these areas, as
well as explored the youth development journey and the team’s collective and individual goals.
●

Mid Summer Check-In #1 →
EG introduced an activity to engage the youth in identifying what was working well and what was in need of attention,
considering business operations, marketing and sales. The activity concluded with a brainstorming session that
supported the youth to identify solutions and next steps for implementation. Youth were given time to reflect on the
SMART goal they had each set for themselves and the progress or challenges faced in moving toward this individual
goal. As a group, the team reviewed the stages of development they had mapped out to build skills and assets
throughout the pilot.

●

Mid Summer Check-In #2 →
This session kicked off by reviewing the implementation items outlined in the previous session and their status. The
youth cohort presented marketing strategies they had designed to support sales for the final month of the summer.
EG facilitated an interactive activity to support the youth to consider the spectrum of solutions to any problem, which
involved the consideration of both reasonable and extravagant ideas to solve challenges they were facing. This
session concluded with another implementation plan of agreed upon action items to pursue.

End of season interviews with the youth cohort and Launch Pad staff →
In September, six youth from Neptune Scoops and five Launch Pad staff each participated in a 30 minute interview designed and
conducted by the EG team. Both interview sets engaged participants to consider the overall successes and challenges of the
summer pilot, and to dive into the key business areas (operations, marketing and sales) and impact on the youth through goals
achieved by each youth and the cohort as a whole.
See Appendix 10.1 for the Neptune Scoops Youth Interview Guide
See Appendix 10.2 for the Neptune Scoops Staff Interview Guide

3.

Successes & Challenges

Neptune Scoops Successes Identified by Youth and Staff →
Based on feedback provided by the youth team at Neptune Scoops, several successes were identified. These successes include:
(1) the launch and opening of the truck, specifically seeing the product / outcome of the youth’s work,
(2) engagement on social media, specifically Instagram, Facebook and TikTok,
(3) the partnerships developed in the community, specifically with United Way and Harley’s, and
(4) establishing relationships with customers and seeing the support of the community.
“I think the partnerships that we’ve been able to make in our community and then with other businesses around… That’s one of the
biggest accomplishments because that was one of our biggest goals at the start.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire

“We had a lot of regular customers… we knew people by the end of it which was cool.”- Neptune Scoops, youth hire
Based on feedback provided by the staff team at Launch Pad, several successes were identified. These successes include:
(1) increased awareness of Launch Pad and its programming,
(2) significant support from the community, especially on opening day, and
(3) seeing the youth team develop new skills and take initiative in their roles.
“It was really cool that the community came out and supported the youth.” - Launch Pad, staff
“Having the [youth] get so comfortable with their jobs… and seeing them grow into their roles and own it and do such a good job at
that.” - Launch Pad, staff
“[The youth] put on a ‘Date Night’… and I thought that was really cool for them to come up with their own event and advertise it; they
sold out all of their spots and it was this really cool concept that they took on themselves and they initiated.” - Launch Pad, staff

Neptune Scoops Challenges Identified by Youth and Staff →
Based on feedback provided by the youth team at Neptune Scoops, the biggest challenge regarding Neptune Scoops this summer
was the truck itself. All youth interviewed identified the problems associated with the truck as being most challenging, specifically
the leaking, freezers and refrigerators not working, odorous sinks and lack of air conditioning.
According to the Launch Pad staff team regarding Neptune Scoops, some of the biggest challenges faced this summer include shift
scheduling and not prioritizing financial success which resulted in the business generating less revenue than expected. Three of five
interviewees identified the ice cream truck functionality as being the biggest challenge this summer. Some difficulties discussed
include leaks, doors locking, broken freezers and refrigerators, inefficient shelving and safety concerns. Two staff noted that they
believe the amount spent on truck repairs and servicing was not worth the discounted rental.

4.

Business Viability

Three main areas of focus within the business aspects of this enterprise were explored and they include: Operations, Marketing and
Finance.

4.1.

Operations

The operations section focused on areas of efficiency and excellence considering the core operational aspects of the enterprise,
and those interviewed offered suggestions for future improvement.

What worked well →
Based on feedback provided by the youth team at Neptune Scoops, considering the daily, weekly and monthly operations of
Neptune Scoops, the following activities were identified as being most effective:
(1) conducting temperature checks every few hours,
(2) inventory management, specifically putting in new orders for ice cream and supplies, and
(3) daily and weekly task lists which allowed the team to stay organized, communicate well and keep each other
accountable. Three of six youth interviewed felt the task lists were an effective operational process.
“We created daily checklists… those were super helpful… we checked off every box, every shift, every day - that was something
consistent and it made sense.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
According to the Launch Pad staff team regarding Neptune Scoops, the following activities were identified as being most effective:
(1) daily checklists,
(2) teamwork and communication amongst the youth team and with Launch Pad staff, and
(3) inventory control.
“[The youth] did a really good job of working as a team to get all the things done in the truck that they needed to and…
communicating who needs to do what at what time; they did a really good job with the daily tasks.” - Launch Pad, staff

“[The youth] were really good at staying on top of all the ordering; we started them off looking over their orders then once they got
going we didn’t have to worry about them.” - Launch Pad, staff

Areas for improvement →
Based on feedback provided by the youth team at Neptune Scoops, some opportunities for improvement regarding the operations
of the truck include:
(1) more regular full truck examinations to ensure everything is functioning ahead of time,
(2) adding freezer clean-out to the weekly task list,
(3) making the task lists accessible digitally to reduce paper use, and
(4) having back-up plans for weekly tasks.
Two of the six youth interviewed identified communication between the youth team and Launch Pad staff as an area of
improvement, specifically regarding what needs to be done and who to approach for various requests.
According to the Launch Pad staff team regarding Neptune Scoops, some opportunities for improvement regarding the operations
of the truck identified by the Launch Pad staff team include:
(1) having assigned roles among the staff and youth teams, specifically for ordering ice cream and cleaning freezers,
(2) assigning additional staff for truck operations,
(3) providing more staff training, specifically for POS and logistics,
(4) defining additional tasks to be completed by the youth while working in the truck, and
(5) improving scheduling and setting clear expectations around vacation and time off.

4.2.

Marketing

The marketing section allowed interviewees to consider the community profile and impact of the enterprise, identify successful
strategies and points of consideration for a future season or year of operating the enterprise. The following tables provide a high
level overview on the strategies planned and implemented, as well as the highest reach of primary social channels.

Strategies →
Platform

Planned Implementation

Actual Implementation

Instagram

post menu, location, and specials; videos on the story when exciting
things are happening

each day shift was responsible for posting
one post on instagram

Snapchat

make snapchat business account, upload snaps and pay per snap

not completed

Facebook

post things on facebook, the same things as on instagram. menu, hours
etc.

Website & Email

initially set up, occasionally menu updates if needed

created - customers emailed NS through
website

Newspaper Articles

reach out to the Hanover Post and see if they will run an article about us,
and see if they will also come out to some of our events

LP Staff submitted opening Press Release
Story - none were made for the rest of the
summer

Posters

make up flyers to post all around town and see if businesses will put
them up for us.

created but not distributed

LP Podcast

Reach out regarding going on the LP 9 to 5 podcast

one podcast episode complete

Spotify

a spotify ad about our truck, has a script and we can choose what towns
the ad will be played in.

one commercial made for May & June to
announce opening

Radio

reaching out to 101.7 about coming out to our opening day event, yet we
are not going to run reg ads through them as it is very expensive.
summer cruisers?

no paid advertising

Social Media Platforms

In the Community

Audio

At the Truck

The ranch came by to ask questions and
included as commercial breaks 100.1

Business Card/Punch Card

order 500 before opening, after every purchase ask people if they have a
punch card. if they do then add a signature to the card, if they don’t ask
if they want to start one. if they have a full card then make sure to take
$3.50 off of their total purchase

punch card - well received - had to reorder
punch cards twice

Signage

a banner or flip-out sign that will have our logo on it so that people can
see us better from the road

large Chapman’s ice cream cones were
installed at roadway

TikTok

-

Posted once a week - Rating the
scoop-ability - Showcased flavours - How
to make a sandwich

Dating event

-

Used social channels, reposting from others
experience

School supply drive for United
Way (backpack drive)

-

Donation option for customers to drop off
school supplies for free ice cream

Added Strategies

Primary Social Highest Reach →
Top Three Dates Facebook #

Aug 20th

6232

Related Posts
Saturday’s date night at Neptune
Scoops was a success! Thank you
to everybody who came out to enjoy
our ice cream charcuterie boards!

Top Three Dates Instagram # Related Posts

July 6th

3418

🍦🪐
Aug 21st

4365

May 13th

3989

#icecream #hanover #ontario
#summer
#icecreamcharcuterieboard

You can now see our brand new ice
cream truck parked in the

🍦

A lovely day for ice cream
or
milkshakes! A cone is the perfect
way to cool down on a blistering
summer’s day

✨That’s how you fix that✨ Come
July 13th

3279

June 6th

1260

treat yourself to some ice cream at
Neptune Scoops this summer!
@central_smith
@chapmansicecream #icecream
check out our tiktok for the whole
video @neptunescoops

@launchpadyatc parking lot!

See Appendix 10.3 for the full Facebook and Instagram Reach Analysis

Community perception →
Overall, Neptune Scoops was perceived very well in the community, according to the youth team and Launch Pad staff.
Three of the youth commented on the support that the customers showed the youth and Launch Pad, and that they came to the
truck to show support for the program rather than just for an ice cream cone. The youth also noticed that many customers returned
throughout the summer and shared positive feedback in person regarding the business and its online presence. One youth felt the
truck presented a very friendly and welcoming space for people, especially with the picnic tables on site, and another noted that as
a whole the business was perceived very well but that many people didn’t know the truck existed or could not find it.
“In the community people see Neptune Scoops as a youth-run business and not just as any other ice cream truck in town.” Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“[Customers] like that we’re helping out Launch Pad… people are really excited about our presence.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“A lot of people knew that we were youth-run… people came to support us more than they did just to get ice cream.” - Neptune
Scoops, youth hire
Three of five staff received positive feedback from customers that reinforced the reputation of Launch Pad and Neptune Scoops.
Some staff identified that customers felt more inclined to visit Neptune Scoops because it was youth-run and supported a
non-profit, yet were not aware of this until later in the season. The staff also mentioned strong engagement on social media and
interaction with the community via Instagram, Facebook and TikTok.
“...[Neptune Scoops] has a really good reputation; [people] know that the youth are running it and there’s been a lot of local support
for that.” - Launch Pad, staff

“I think we were perceived wonderfully in the community. Everyone that I heard talk about it - it was all great things.” - Launch Pad,
staff
“I was talking to a couple of people and I told them it was a youth-driven job and [they] said ‘Oh I would much rather come here for
ice cream than the other ice cream shops in Hanover’.” - Launch Pad, staff

Successful strategies →
Almost all youth interviewed (five of six) identified the most successful marketing strategy this summer to be Neptune Scoops’
social media channels, specifically Instagram and TikTok for younger customers and Facebook for customers over 35 years old.
Facebook had the greatest impact on the truck’s target audience and had high engagement by this audience, including views and
shares. One youth also noted that Facebook allowed the youth / business to make connections with other organizations like local
newspapers. Another youth noticed that the TikTok account received a lot of positive feedback in person, as well as the Astronaut
series which received shout outs from their partners (Chapman’s). Other marketing strategies that were highlighted as being
successful were the Date Night event, radio ads and the colouring contest.
“Our Facebook posts always get a lot of views, it’s been pretty popular.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“In particular, Facebook, because all of the middle-aged mothers… shared [our posts].” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“The Instagram and Facebook accounts worked really well - Instagram helped to get it out to more the younger groups and
Facebook was better with 35 and up.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“Social media - our Fachebook had a massive effect… on bringing people to the truck. Local newspapers and other people in the
community shared our posts because they were also on Facebook. it was a way to create connections with businesses that could
support us and also with our target audience.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
Three of five Launch Pad staff identified the most successful marketing strategy this summer to be Neptune Scoops’ Instagram
account, specifically posts about ice cream flavours and introducing the youth team. Other strategies mentioned were the Date

Night event, the backpack drive and the TikTok account, which one staff said could have been utilized more for higher engagement.
Overall, most staff expressed that when the youth were able to be creative and use their own ideas, the marketing was more
effective.
“[The youth] did a really good job of posting videos, pictures and good quality content, and everybody else noticed this.” - Launch
Pad, staff
“When [the youth] started to have fun with [the social media] and… showcase who they are, that went well.” - Launch Pad, staff

Future improvements →
Looking ahead to potentially another year of marketing Neptune Scoops, two primary suggestions were made by the youth team.
Three of six youth would like to have posted more frequently and consistently on the business’ social media channels, specifically
showcasing their menu boards and potentially ‘boosting’ posts. The second suggestion made also by three of six youth, was to
improve signage for the truck, so that it has higher visibility from the road and customers know where to go. Other comments
included:
(1) taking the brand further i.e. a full truck wrap,
(2) having more consistent ice cream flavours,
(3) partnering with additional local businesses or sports teams, and
(4) adjusting the location of the truck itself as there was confusion due to the car dealership next door.
Looking ahead to potentially another year of marketing Neptune Scoops, the following suggestions were made by the Launch Pad
staff team:
(1) ensure essential information is communicated effectively to customers, i.e. opening hours,
(2) revisit the marketing plan to adjust long-term goals and set short-term goals with quantifiable metrics,
(3) implement additional events, contests and other interactive calls to action,
(4) create a video (or other media) to showcase the youth-run component of the business and further engage the community,
and
(5) have one youth ‘champion’ the marketing who regularly meets with the Launch Pad marketing coordinator. One staff
member received feedback that the black truck colour was “uninviting”, and would consider rebranding for next summer.

“All the fun stuff was good and the content was good, but getting back to the basics and not forgetting about the opening hours and
communicating the fundamentals.” - Launch Pad, staff
“Now that Launch Pad has a marketing coordinator… my suggestion would be if we were to do this again, once a week there would
be one youth who would champion the marketing side of the business, and [they] would sit down… and schedule posts for the
week.” - Launch Pad, staff

4.3.

Finance

Financial projections made throughout development landed near to actuals with expenses being just over one thousand dollars and
sales just below five thousand dollars.
All Revenue

Actual

Projected

GRANTS

$45,671.00

$48,800.00

DONATION

$10,000.00

$5,000.00

PROGRAM REVENUE

$27,616.10

$34,173

$127.84

$400.00

$83,414.94

$88,373.00

Expenses

Actual

Projected

WAGES

$35,035

$41,500

MERCS (BENEFITS & WSIB)

$2,849.91

$6,160.00

ENTERPRISE EXPENSES

$40,751.89

MISC REVENUE
TOTAL

Ice Cream Truck Rental

$15,000.00

Ice Cream & Supplies

$10,233.00

COVID PPE

$400.00

Point of Sale System

$800.00

Uniforms

$320.00

MARKETING EXPENSES

$1,088.54

$3,345.00

SERVICE FEES

$449.02

$650.00

MISC EXPENSE

$0.00

$400.00

$80,174.74

$78,808.00

$3,240.20

$9,565.00

TOTAL
Excess Revenue Over (Under) Expenditures

Considering the above actuals and the initial season at Neptune Scoops, select categories have been translated into percentages.
Category

Percent

Grants & Donation

69%

Revenue through Sales

34%

Development Training For Youth

4%

Youth Salaries & MERCs

47%

Ice Cream Truck Rental

19%

Beyond the business costs and revenue for the initial launch of Neptune Scoops, funding was sought out to support each youth to
engage in this experience which provided training and employment ( first-time employment for some youth). This investment in the
lives of each youth participant, or the program’s impact, is summarized in a dollar amount below:
Investment

Amount

Planned (8 Youth)

$6,725

Actual (7 Youth)

$7,953

See Appendix 10.4 for the Initial Budget for Neptune Scoops

See Appendix 10.5 for the October Year End

End of season sales reflection →
The below table captures the sales of the enterprise, and the following section explores opportunities to increase sales looking
ahead to a potential season.
Below is a rolled up table on projected sales and actual sales by month and season.
Month
Projected
Actual
Difference

May

June

July

August

September

TOTAL

$2,922

$6,338

$9,951

$9,951

$5,012

$34,174

$3,069.09

$4,270.12

$8,338.30

$9,525.65

$2,412.94

$27,616.10

$147.09

-$2,067.88

-$1,612.70

-$425.35

-$2,599.06

-$6,556.90

Regarding the sales of Neptune Scoops this summer, five of six youth felt the amount the business brought in was on par with their
own expectations, but recognized that the total amount was below the original projections. One youth felt the total amount was
above their expectations.
Regarding the sales of Neptune Scoops this summer, three of five Launch Pad staff felt the amount the business brought in was
below their expectations, and the other two staff did not feel they had enough information to comment on the financial success. The
following reasons were identified as potentially contributing to lower sales: (1) bad weather forcing the truck to close more often
than expected, (2) slow traffic during the day time (until about 4:30pm), and (3) the additional cost required for truck servicing and
repairs. One staff member felt they needed more communication about the finances of the truck and to be more informed in this
area in general.

Strategies to increase future sales →
To bring in more sales, the following suggestions were made by the youth team:
(1) improve visibility from the road and add more signage,
(2) post more frequently and consistently on social media,
(3) increase the overall marketing budget,

(4) be able to move the truck to other locations (they received this request),
(5) having more consistent ice cream flavours, and
(6) establishing more partnerships with local businesses and spending more time in the community in general.
To bring in more sales, the following suggestions were made by the Launch Pad staff team:
(1) move the truck to different location(s) or another alternative such as purchasing a truck or building a permanent stand,
(2) better signage from the road (identified by 2 of 5 staff),
(3) host more frequent special events like Date Night, and
(3) further add to the customer experience, i.e. providing games or doing draws. Two of five staff members felt having a
higher marketing budget could bring in more sales.

5.

Youth Impact
5.1.

Youth Cohort

Who are the youth cohort? →
The youth team included 7 individuals with shared characteristics. The below outlines these across the youth team:
● Age between 16-18
● Living in close proximity on the border of Grey and Bruce counties (within the towns of Hanover, Walkerton, Mildmay, Ayton),
each approx. 30 minutes driving distance from each other
● Living with either parents, step-parents or siblings
● Attending highschool
● Shared skills including problem solving, collaboration and creative thinking
● A friendly and outgoing personality with a level head and a hard-working attitude
● Interests in entrepreneurship, community connections, building skills for employment, gaining life experience and lessons
learned
● Favorite ice cream would be cherry cheesecake and an order would need a scoop of Algonquin on top

See Appendix 10.6 for the Youth Team Persona

What the youth cohort identified as key learnings →
The youth team each identified key learnings while being a part of designing, launching and working at Neptune Scoops.
Financials & Critical Thinking
“I really enjoyed seeing what we needed to spend, and learning to spend this you have to make this and to make this you have to do
this…” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“When we first started, the first few lessons that we had, I was excited because I was part of the money side of it.” - Neptune
Scoops, youth hire
“I’ve definitely learned a lot more about finances… how much money can we actually afford… and what do we need to save and just
looking at sales projections too - how can we make sure that we break even for the month and come to our projected sales and what
are some strategies that we can do to bring in more customers.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
Marketing & Events
“I really enjoyed the Date Night planning - it was very interesting to see how much planning goes into one little event.” - Neptune
Scoops, youth hire
“We learned a lot about marketing and how important it is to have a brand and stick to your brand.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
Teamwork & Collaboration
“Definitely communication was important between coworkers. Teamwork because you aren’t working alone – there’s always
someone else working at the truck with you or in a meeting with you.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“First of all, how to be a good coworker - before this, I had never worked a job and now I’ve learned how you should be a supportive
coworker and get to know your coworkers.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire

“It’s so important to have good relationships with everyone involved. It was so nice to be on a team that was actually a team all the
time.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“Time management, and better teamwork skills.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
Customer Service & Communication
“I’ve definitely learned a lot about [customer service] and how you just need to be nice to people because you don’t know what
they’re going through and the easiest way to communicate with people is to just be polite… and you try to make their experience the
best possible.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“We learned a lot about communication - whether it be with [our team] or with customers. We learned a lot about what goes into
making a company and how to manage and upkeep that… which was really cool.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
Meaningful Employment & Creativity
“This job was more than just a job. It was something that we had done, which meant there was a passion and excitement and a
responsibility behind just showing up and doing your job. And I think being a part of that process of creating it and how that actually
affected the quality of work done at the truck, I think that was cool.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire

5.2.

SMART Goals

As part of the final business planning session in Spring of 2021, the EG team walked the youth cohort through a process to create
an individual SMART goal to reach by the pilot's end. At each check-in throughout the summer the youth were guided to reflect on
their goal and provide a response on their progress. In this section we asked the youth to provide their final reflection on their
individual goal and experience working at Neptune Scoops.
See Appendix 10.7 for the Youth Cohort Smart Goals & Progress Table

Youth cohort SMART goal reflection →
Overall, most youth interviewed felt they had a very positive learning experience and had access to the resources and support they
needed in order to achieve their SMART goal and/or grow in the identified asset areas. One youth suggested incorporating daily
reflections into the work day to feel more “in-tune” with everything going on. No other youth expressed a need for additional
improvement.
“Overall, it’s been really cool working at the truck. I’ve definitely gained some new skills like problem-solving and communication
with customers.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“I think back to my SMART goal and I feel like I’ve achieved my SMART goal… I think I was given what I needed and having support
was nice because you could always ask questions.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“When I was younger I decided to open my own business… everything I did just wouldn’t work. But from this experience I’ve learned
so much more that I could have put into [that business] for it to be successful. It was better than what I was expecting.” - Neptune
Scoops, youth hire
“I see a lot of kids out there who are trying to be entrepreneurs... and I think that [running this program again] would be something
that is more of a learning course rather than just a job. It helps you to apply those skills back into your life.” - Neptune Scoops, youth
hire

5.3.

Stages of Development

Youth cohort growth and asset development →
In the business planning sessions the youth cohort was guided through the process of creating a stages of development diagram.
The final version of this diagram explored four areas of growth referred to as asset areas, which include: Connection, Sense of Self,
Money and Skills/Employability. Aspects throughout the pilot were then mapped to the diagram to propose a development process
for all youth to build these asset areas. Each youth considered which asset areas they felt they had grown the most within. They
placed the four asset areas in order of importance or growth, starting with number one.

Four of the six youth interviewed identified “Skills and Employability” to be the most important asset area, or asset area they grew
the most within. This asset area was defined with the youth cohort as: general skills and abilities to operate a business, developing
in areas such as customer service and problem-solving.
Five of six identified “Connections” as their second. This asset area was defined with the youth cohort as: engagement with others
in the community and on the team, developing in areas such as communication, networking and asking for help.
#1 (Most Important/Most Growth)

#2

#3

#4

Skills / employability

Connections

Sense of Self

Money

Connections

Sense of Self

Money

Connections

Money

Sense of Self

Connections

Skills / employability

Sense of Self

“...it made me more comfortable with the whole experience of being rehired
again and going through the process and all the training.”
“I feel like I’ve definitely made an impact on people too - I’ve always been a
leader. I’ve let a lot of people take the front seat... It’s been difficult for me
because I like being in control… It was interesting to see that I don’t have
to do everything all myself all the time.”
Skills / employability
“I learned how to work on a team. Being flexible but getting done what
needs to get done.”
Skills / employability
“I’ve learned a lot about what it takes to work a job… even something as
simple as how to work a POS system or looking at sales and calculating
profit at the end of the day.”
Money

“At the beginning of this, we didn’t really know a lot about the finances…
but then using the POS system – I’ve learned that pretty well. Doing the
floats every night, looking at the spreadsheets…”
Sense of Self

Connections

Skills / employability

Money

Sense of Self

Money

Connections

“I think I’m a lot more confident in myself with all this”
Skills / employability
“I learned a lot of new skills while I was working there or brushed up on a
lot of skills that I did have before but maybe weren’t quite as developed.”

See Appendix 10.8 for the Neptune Scoops Stages of Development
See Appendix 10.9 for the Asset Map

5.4.

Demonstrated Growth

The Launch Pad staff team identified many learnings the youth team demonstrated while being a part of designing, launching and
working at Neptune Scoops.
Entrepreneurship
“Understanding what it takes to operate their own business, working with people they’ve never met before in a team. I think they saw
bad times and I think they saw good times… I think that they could recognize the harder they worked the more sales they were going
to get.” - Launch Pad, staff
“Dealing with customers in general and how to go about the client experience, the entrepreneurial mindset… being able to adapt,
and responsibility; being able to show up on time, show up ready and be ready to work.” - Launch Pad, staff
Teamwork

“Learning how to talk and work with people in [a job] environment, learning how to market a business, and being able to work with
their whole team; everybody worked as a team together to get problems done and… coming to a solution fast.” - Launch Pad, staff
“Communication… which is super important in any job, teamwork… I think they grew really well in that, and job expectations…
[things that are] valuable for their next jobs or career.” - Launch Pad, staff
Sense of Self
“As a whole, I’ve definitely seen [the youth] grow in confidence… and that I think is a huge takeaway. A sense of duty and
responsibility as well… and finding ways to enjoy what [they were] doing.” - Launch Pad, staff

6.

Integration

The integration section allowed interviewees to consider the overall pilot from the development sessions at the start through to the
roll-out of the pilot considering the engagement between the youth cohort, the staff team at Launch Pad and the EG team.

6.1.

Development Process & Support

What support was most helpful →
Considering the coaching sessions prior to launching Neptune Scoops, the youth team explained what was successful about these
sessions and what worked well. One youth specifically pointed out that having deadlines for the work was motivating for them, and
that having the feasibility plan already in place provided a good baseline to build off of for the business plan. Two youth particularly
enjoyed the opportunity to get to know their fellow team members and build relationships with them prior to the launch, and it
allowed them to work well together throughout the summer. Two specific activities were highlighted as being especially helpful: (1)
discussing what scared them the most about the launch, and (2) the risk matrix activity. Overall, most of the youth had a positive
experience throughout the development process, and felt better prepared for the launch of the business due to the preliminary
coaching sessions.

“If I would have got into this job and didn’t have the learnings that I had from the sessions, I probably would have been lost and I
probably wouldn’t have understood more about marketing, more about all the background of our finances and where that comes
from.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“The support and the teachings that I learned in the beginning really helped” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“We bought $109 vegan ice cream… we need to break even on this… we problem-solved it because we learned how to calculate
menu prices at the beginning so [we said] let’s do it that same way and make a price that we can break even on.” - Neptune Scoops,
youth hire
“I think working with others really helped - everybody was so optimistic - having all of those optimistic people around me kind of
helped me get into working at the ice cream truck” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“Those meetings really stirred up an excitement going into the actual launch - all of the planning and the team-building exercises and
the brainstorming - I think that got everyone on the team really excited which I think was huge for the actual launch of it.” - Neptune
Scoops, youth hire
“Those meetings were fantastic for having the balance of getting stuff done but also creating excitement for the project.” - Neptune
Scoops, youth hire
“[Our ideas] were executed better than they would have been because of the training that we got.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
Considering the coaching sessions prior to launching Neptune Scoops, the Launch Pad staff team explained what was most helpful
for the youth team. One staff member felt the sessions allowed the youth team to better understand the logistics of business
operations, and another felt that working through the feasibility plan prior to engaging the youth allowed the staff to better support
the youth in their own roles. Other positive feedback from the staff team include the energy of the EG team and their ability to
energize the youth, as well as providing the space for the youth to share their ideas and work as a team from the start. Specific
activities were identified as being especially effective, including:
(1) supplier selection and cost of production,

(2) menu item pricing,
(3) site plan / mapping,
(4) risk matrix, and
(5) branding.
“Selecting who we were going to buy from and then doing the cost of production, so looking at every individual item that we were
ordering, selecting those items to order, figuring out the cost and figuring out the price, and then just by the act of all of that [the
youth] were able to understand… the logistics about everything.” - Launch Pad, staff
“The thing that helped [the youth] the most was having [the staff] already go through the [feasibility] process before hiring them.” Launch Pad, staff
“They way the [EG team] always managed to come into the meetings with the energy that [they] had and managing to get the youth
engaged and also energized over Zoom was great.” - Launch Pad, staff
Considering the coaching sessions prior to launching Neptune Scoops, the Launch Pad staff team explained what was most helpful
for themselves as a staff member. One staff member felt working through the feasibility plan prior to engaging the youth cohort
allowed the staff team to build a stronger foundation. Two staff members expressed that the EG team was helpful in explaining the
process step-by-step, simplifying the concepts and answering questions.
“Having that feasibility part where it was just the staff… thinking through things before the youth even came on to the scene I think
was really important because it allowed all of [the staff] to be on the same page and force us to think about things we might not have
thought about.” - Launch Pad, staff
“The most helpful part I would say was [the EG team]. I’ve never really been a part of something like [this] so my confidence was not
that high… but [the EG team] gave me a bit more confidence in… my ideas.” - Launch Pad, staff
“It was a very quick learning experience on how to be a hands off supporter… and seeing how I can best support [the youth] with
their ideas.” - Launch Pad, staff

“I think it was super important that we did it the way we did it, that we had [the EG team]; there were things that we did… that I
would have never thought of initially doing in planning, so it was super helpful.” - Launch Pad, staff

What additional support would be helpful →
The youth team also identified a few challenges or opportunities for improvement during the coaching sessions. Two youth
expressed a need for customer service training. Specifically, they believe that certain situations could have been avoided with this
training and that they would have been better prepared to deal with difficult customers. One youth also noted that additional context
could be provided in the first meeting, in particular who the EG team is and what their role is. Another opportunity for improvement
is to provide tools and support to help the youth team follow through on to-do’s after the final session. Finally, one youth expressed
their desire to be more involved in the financial aspect of the business, specifically to have a better understanding of the budget for
marketing and events and to know what was possible and what was not.
The Launch Pad staff team also identified a few challenges or opportunities for improvement during the coaching sessions. Two of
four respondents felt the process did not need any improvements, and one staff member felt they needed additional clarification on
the level of involvement expected as a staff and the roles of the Launch Pad and EG teams. Another staff member suggested
putting the youth into mock scenarios, specifically for shift scheduling so that the youth could do this on their own.

6.2.

Staff & Youth Collaboration

Roles and support across youth and staff →
The Launch Pad staff team identified several ways in which they supported the youth team this summer at Neptune Scoops,
including:
(1) crisis management and conflict resolution,
(2) bank deposits,
(3) sharing Neptune Scoops’ story with the community via digital media,
(4) marketing support, specifically social media scheduling and posting,
(5) shift scheduling and ordering supplies, and
(6) providing general guidance and troubleshooting support.

All youth interviewed generally felt very well-supported by the Launch Pad staff team. Most expressed how helpful it was to have
staff available to answer questions and guide them when necessary. Specifically, the youth appreciated the staff’s willingness to get
additional supplies when needed, contact suppliers, and help troubleshoot when problems arose. Three of six youth said they felt
well supported by Ashley, and felt comfortable reaching out to both Ashley and Justin when they needed help with something or
questions answered.
“I think we’ve had a lot of good support over the summer - just with little problems that we run into they're always there inside if we
need to come in and ask them a question or troubleshoot our POS system or wifi or something. I really liked that.” - Neptune
Scoops, youth hire
“They helped us a lot - originally they did our orders then they taught us how to do it which was great... They’ve helped guide us a
lot.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire

Challenges and opportunities within roles and support across youth and staff →
Two primary challenges or opportunities for improvement were commonly identified amongst the youth team in their interviews.
Four of six youth referred to the Date Night event as requiring additional support. The type of support requested was additional staff
to help with the preparation and planning and a staff on site who knew the property and could help problem solve. One youth felt
that having additional support during the Date Night would have allowed the youth to be more confident in running the event. The
second primary challenge identified was communication between the youth and Launch Pad staff teams, specifically more
communication as well as better communicating what each team needed / wanted. Two of six youth expressed communication as
being an opportunity for improvement.
Four of five Launch Pad staff members identified a common opportunity for improvement in their interviews: the need for clarity on
role expectations and responsibilities for both the staff and youth teams. Three staff members said the youth were unsure who to
reach out to for certain things, and three staff members said they were unsure of what their own role / responsibilities were. Various
suggestions for improvement were discussed, including:
(1) assigning one point person for the youth who could delegate support as needed,
(2) have the staff team touch base prior to meeting with the youth each week to ensure everyone is on the same page,

(3) establish clear roles and expectations early on, and
(4) hire additional staff specifically for general support / troubleshooting.
Another challenge identified by one staff member was the restrictions of Covid and not being able to meet in person as they felt this
would have allowed for more efficient problem-solving.

7.

Potential Future Season

Each interviewee responded to the potential of a second season or future roll-out of this program at Launch Pad.
All youth interviewed (six of six) stated that they think Launch Pad should open the ice cream truck again next summer. Many youth
provided additional feedback or reasoning for their answer, including:
(1) the truck provides more than just a job opportunity,
(2) it allowed them (the youth) to take on more responsibility and build skills/confidence,
(3) the community enjoyed the truck, and
(4) other youth could benefit from participating in the program / process.
All Launch Pad staff members felt this program should run again next summer if significant changes are implemented based on this
summer’s learnings. Specific changes identified to implement for a second season include:
(1) finding an alternative to the rental truck and setup, i.e. building a stand or purchasing a vehicle/tow trailer,
(2) making the truck mobile to attract and respond to new markets,
(3) adjusting hours of operation, and
(4) considering a larger capital investment.
Three of five staff members commented on the positive feedback from the community and their hope for the program to run again.
Three staff members also noted the benefits and learning opportunities for youth such as business planning, problem-solving,
employment skills and teamwork.

“That’s what we’re all about here at Launch Pad - is giving kids opportunities to learn and do things that they couldn’t learn
anywhere else.” - Launch Pad, staff
“I think there is potential to continue and grow it but also I think we need to… really look at how to make it better.” - Launch Pad,
staff
“Would rely on what the [youth] thought of it… but maybe have a shed instead of a truck; looking back on it it was pretty stressful.” Launch Pad, staff
“I’m on the fence. I would say yes, but not how we did it this year; I would never do the truck again. I would want to hire similar
youth who are very driven and independent.” - Launch Pad, staff
“I think it was great for the community to see that [Launch Pad is] supporting youth in a career or in a job and teaching them
entrepreneurial skills and regular job skills.” - Launch Pad, staff

Key learnings and advice for a potential future youth team →
Both the youth and staff team shared critical learning and words of wisdom at the end of the season that could be shared with
potential future youth.
From the youth:
“Work as a team and [don’t] try to do things by yourself. Have everybody included in everything; don’t leave one person out of
something that was a big decision… do as much as you can to include everybody. Have fun with it. It’s a learning curve you learn
from your mistakes.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“Work on customer service. That was really really important. Look at the spreadsheets if you don’t understand [the finances].
Teamwork is very important. Don’t pretend like it’s just you.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“Get to know your coworkers because it makes working a lot more fun and you feel like you can be honest with them. Always ask
questions because that’s how you figure stuff out. Be open-minded to things.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire

“Keep an open mind and have fun. Communicate with your customers and joke around.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
“Launch Pad’s mission statement and their goal with the whole project is to help us, so if you need help go talk to them, they’re
going to want to help. They’ll probably take some time and figure out the problem with you.” - Neptune Scoops, youth hire
From the Launch Pad staff:
“Creating a welcoming environment will bring people back [so] ensuring that… we’re giving consistent, high quality customer
service… and that cleanliness is super important. Being creative is what’s necessary and important, and I think that when these
youth were creative, the community saw that and gave back to them.” - Launch Pad, staff
“Don’t be afraid to let everybody know your ideas, if it scares you, do it… because you’d be surprised of what you can do, and work
as well as you can with your peers because teamwork makes things get done way faster.” - Launch Pad, staff
“Don’t be afraid to have fun with it… and express all the ideas that come to your mind because brainstorming is when to do it. When
looking at potential risks… really look into [everything that] could go wrong, and don’t feel like you’re stuck if something’s not
working - let people know.” - Launch Pad, staff
“Direct list of responsibilities, making sure the youth are committed and understand what goes along with a summer job, and getting
the community more aware that it’s a youth initiative.” - Launch Pad, staff
“At the beginning of the summer… tell them the expectations and what their hours of commitment are. It’s supposed to be fun; if
they’re feeling overwhelmed or stressed, Launch Pad staff are here to help you, and ask all the questions you want because you’re
learning… and it’s important to ask questions about entrepreneurial skills and career skills.” - Launch Pad, staff

8.

Concluding Impression

The 2021 pilot season of Neptune Scoops’ encompassed significant growth, development and impact on the youth cohort, Launch
Pad staff team and community.
The lasting impression of the initial Neptune Scoops pilot was described by the youth and staff as:
➔ Exponential, Impressive, Worth-it, Matured, Growth, Intelligent, Chatty, Optimistic, New Territory, New Friends, New
Community.
➔ Exciting, Exhausting, Teamwork, Joy, Quirky, Astronaut, Community-led, Youth-initiated.
The youth team at Neptune Scoops were described by the staff and community as:
➔ Exceptionally Creative, Resilient, Adaptive, Hardworking, Youthful, Smart, Lovely, Determined, Initiative, Fun, Female-Driven,
and Savvy.

9.

Recommendation

The below section takes into consideration the feedback from the youth cohort and the Launch Pad staff team, and explores
opportunities and strategies for improvement looking to potential future implementation.

Overall Challenges →
Considering the development, launch and first season of Neptune Scoops, the below points of consideration emerged across the
pilot, and support specific sections that follow.
An alternative to the food truck rental will need to be identified and re-envisioned.
➔ Purchasing a tow trailer or building a shed are two options shared to be explored as a starting point for an alternative
location to serve ice cream.

The youth will need greater understanding and support in finance, operations and marketing with ongoing accountability to achieve
greater success in business.
➔ Additional support from consultants/coaches, mentorship with business professionals, or ongoing support from designated
Launch Pad staff, are various options to consider to address this gap in expertise and knowledge.
Entrepreneurial endeavours require a strong sense of motivation and fostered ownership of the business.
➔ Require coaches, mentors, or staff to explore, model and foster these essential aspects of entrepreneurs. To increase
motivation and ownership of the enterprise, youth from the first season’s cohort could provide peer-to-peer mentorship to a
future youth cohort, building out additional youth engagement and leadership skill development for returning youth.

Business Operations →
Two practical aspects of consideration for the business operations:
Additional attention to core operations will need to be implemented.
➔ Practical items can be added to existing checklists (ex: regular truck examinations and cleaning of freezers), Launch Pad
staff or a team lead could provide support and accountability for implementation.
Operational processes moved to a digital platform.
➔ This transition would be best achieved in development prior to a future season, by the youth cohort or Launch Pad staff
based on the knowledge and skills required to complete each task on the selected platform.

Business Marketing →
Three areas of focus for the business marketing area emerged:
Increase visibility and community awareness of the business.
➔ Identify a new location at Launch Pad for the business that has greater visibility, should it remain stationary on site at Launch
Pad.

➔ Additional marketing to support the launch and communicate core business details including hours, location(s) and product
offerings.
➔ A youth cohort member focused on partnerships within the community.
➔ Youth cohort member(s) focused on marketing and communications, including all promotional channels.
➔ Additional branding at future location (ie: full wrap of a truck).
➔ More signage, including flags, lights and more.
➔ Partnering with more businesses and sports teams, moving truck/trailer to new locations.
Customers came for ice cream, yet primarily to support the youth and Launch Pad. Initially this appears to be a positive win for the
business, however a social enterprise will only be sustainable if the business is competitive and responds to the market.
➔ Additional customer service training provided for the youth cohort to build their skills in customer engagement and retention.
➔ Execute customer engagement opportunities identified in this pilot that did not unfold (ex: giant jenga, outdoor games and
other activities discussed in business planning).
➔ Practical items for implementation include: consistent ice cream flavours, more events, regular hours, and signage with
hours posted.
Establish a marketing plan and ensure it is supported.
➔ Create a marketing strategy supported by Launch Pad staff or a coach/mentor with marketing expertise.
➔ Establish short and long term goals w/ quantifiable metrics.
➔ Support the youth throughout the roll-out of the initial campaign from start to finish (ie: creating the strategy, executing,
measuring, and capturing lessons learned to apply to the next campaign).

Business Finance/Sales →
Expectations appeared mismatched between youth and staff regarding the sales goals and idea of financial success. The youth on
one hand had very low expectations, or perhaps did not think the original goals could be met and were content to nearly meet the
projections. Staff felt the projections provided a goal that would be easily achieved, and most likely surpassed.
➔ Clear expectations set and shared across youth and staff teams; consider a tiered model (good $1k, great $1.5k, excellent
$2k) for goal setting instead of a single sales goal.
➔ Financial goals tied to the marketing strategy supported by Launch Pad staff or a mentor/coach with finance expertise.

➔ An ongoing youth cohort member focused on the finance and sales aspects of the business.

Impact on Youth →
The impact of this program and pilot translates throughout this report and is grasped uniquely through the perspective of the youth
in their quotes. The impact and investment of any social enterprise must align with an organization’s vision, mission and goals, and
its value be worthwhile to the organization. This initiative did not have a wide and high reach but had a narrow and significant
impact on the lives of 7 youth. To understand the impact further and determine its value to Launch Pad, the below considerations
could be explored.
➔ Establish a clear framework to capture and communicate the impact created in the lives of the youth, which may be aligned
to local or regional goals or strategies focused on youth (ie: economic development, vital signs, youth retention, youth skill
development).
➔ Build off of the concept of meaningful employment and what it means, and foster that mindset throughout this program.
➔ Teamwork/Collaboration are both 21st Century Skills, which is another framework to consider for measuring youth impact.
➔ Map out a spectrum of impact considering Neptune Scoops and/or program areas at Launch Pad. Outline programs with
wide reach and high metrics vs. programs with targeted reach and deep impact, and the investment appropriate to each for
Launch Pad.
➔ Consider means to expand this program through partnership or seasonal youth cohorts.

Integration in development support →
The youth identified a need for further clarity between supporting consultants/coaches, youth and staff roles through the
development, launch and pilot. Areas where additional expertise would have been helpful to the youth also emerged.
➔ Launch Pad to define the roles and responsibilities of supporting consultants and coaches with the youth cohort, including
engagement opportunities and responsibility of the youth.
➔ Provide the youth cohort with additional expertise and extended support in customer service (ie: mock scenarios and role
play).
➔ Provide the youth cohort with additional knowledge and ongoing support regarding sales and its integration with all other
business activities.

➔ Weekly opportunities for the youth cohort to build knowledge and experience in business areas with consultants, coaches,
community leaders, board members, mentors, and/or volunteers. These opportunities would provide leadership and
inspiration for the youth cohort, supporting motivation and engagement.

Integration between youth and staff →
Clarity between youth and staff roles along with training and knowledge transfer opportunities between both groups emerged.
➔ Launch Pad to re-define the roles and responsibilities across staff and youth cohort positions.
➔ Revised job descriptions created that consider the above for a future season.
➔ Youth cohort roles to include areas of focus with additional training/support provided (ex: marketing, partnerships,
maintenance, sales…)
➔ Additional engagement from Launch Pad staff supporting key business areas or youth roles. Weekly check-ins and
co-creation of a work plan with goals to provide clear expectations, accountability and support development for youth.
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Appendices
10.1.

Youth Interview Guide

Launch Pad Neptune Scoops
Youth Interview Guide
Introduction
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed.
Launch Pad would like to capture your perspective from the social enterprise development, launch and first season of
Neptune Scoops. Your response to these questions will help LP develop in a way that continues to improve the lives of youth
in the region. It will also support the exploration of the business aspects of Neptune Scoops.
This interview is confidential, so I encourage you to answer the questions honestly.
I am taking notes and may use a quote of something you say but the quote will be anonymous in the report that will be
written.
We would like to record the interviews for our reference only in creating the report document. Do you consent to this?
I have questions about your experience with Neptune Scoops and if I ask something that you don’t want to answer please let
me know. If you want this interview to stop anytime please let me know.

Support Document with Youth SMART Goals information
Link removed or this document due to confidentiality

Interview Questions
Business Viability: this section is all about the business aspects at Neptune Scoops
1. What would you say was Neptune Scoops biggest success this summer?
2. What would you say was Neptune Scoops biggest challenge this summer?
3. Operations:
a. What worked really well considering your daily, weekly and monthly operations or processes?
b. What could be improved considering the operations of NS?
4. Marketing
a. How would you say NS is perceived in the community?
b. What was the most successful marketing strategy this summer?
c. What could be improved looking ahead to another year marketing this business?
5. Finance
a. Please comment on NS sales this summer, do you feel the amount the business brought in was above or below
your expectations?
b. What could be done to bring in more sales?
Development Process: this section is about the support and training you received before launch
6. Considering the coaching session prior to launching Neptune Scoops
a. What helped you the most to move forward into launching and working at NS?

b. Is there anything that would have been helpful that wasn’t a part of this coaching and training phase?
Staff Support: this section is about the support from the team at LP
7. LP Staff
a. How did the LP Staff support you and the team at NS?
b. Is there something that would have been helpful that they could have done, or done differently, looking back?
Youth Impact: This section is all about the youth experience
8. What are the 3 most important things you learned while apart of designing, launching and working at Neptune
Scoops?
a. One:
b. Two:
c. Three:
9. In the planning session the team landed on four areas of growth considering individual assets, they were (read
definition below for each - could even show diagram if you want): Connection, Sense of Self, Money and
Skills/Employability
a. Which area would you say you grew or learnt the most in?
b. Least
c. Put them in order from most to least
10. Looking back, is there anything that could have been done differently to improve your own entrepreneurial learning
experience and support you to further achieve the above assets or your own SMART Goal?
A potential 2022 Season
11. Do you think LP should run this program again? Should NS open next summer? (Y/N)
12. What are the top three bits of advice you share with the next youth cohort...

a. One:
b. Two
c. three:
Rapid Fire
13. What three words would you pick to describe NS?
14. What three words would you pick to describe the team at NS this summer?
15. What three words would you pick to describe your own progress and growth this summer?
Asset Area Google Form - Youth to do following interview
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSftxAyBUGThKYiV88X8zTRhTIc06ZX1HG3lgEZIhYTRfX3znA/viewform?usp=sf_link

10.2.

Staff Interview Guide

Launch Pad Neptune Scoops
STAFF Interview Guide
Introduction
Thank you for agreeing to be interviewed.
Launch Pad would like to capture your perspective from the social enterprise development, launch and first season of
Neptune Scoops. Your response to these questions will help LP develop in a way that continues to improve the lives of youth
in the region. It will also support the exploration of the business aspects of Neptune Scoops.
This interview is confidential, so I encourage you to answer the questions honestly.

I am taking notes and may use a quote of something you say but the quote will be anonymous in the report that will be
written.
We would like to record the interviews for our reference only in creating the report document. Do you consent to this?
I have questions about your experience with Neptune Scoops and if I ask something that you don’t want to answer please let
me know. If you want this interview to stop anytime please let me know.

Interview Questions
Business Viability: this section is all about the business aspects at Neptune Scoops
1. What would you say was Neptune Scoops biggest success this summer?
2. What would you say was Neptune Scoops biggest challenge this summer?
For the next three questions we’d like you to consider your observations, collaboration and support with the youth cohort,
regarding...
3. Operations:
a. What worked really well considering the youths' daily, weekly and monthly operations or processes?
b. What could be improved considering the operations of NS?
4. Marketing
a. How would you say NS is perceived in the community?
b. What was the most successful marketing strategy this summer?
c. What could be improved looking ahead to another year marketing this business?

5. Finance
a. Please comment on NS sales this summer, do you feel the amount the business brought in was above or below
LP’s expectations?
b. What could be done to bring in more sales?

Development Process: this section is about the support and training you and the youth cohort received before launch
6. Considering the coaching session prior to launching Neptune Scoops
a. What would you say helped the youth cohort the most to move forward into launching and working at NS?
b. What about yourself as a staff?
c. Now looking back at the summer, is there anything that would have been helpful that wasn’t a part of this
coaching and training phase?
Staff Support: this section is about the support from the team at LP
7. LP Staff
a. How did you in your role at LP as a staff support the team at NS?
b. Is there anything you’d recommend be done differently considering the points of connection/collaboration
between the youth cohort and staff?
Youth Impact: This section is about the youth experiences
8. What are the 3 most important things you would say the youth learned while apart of designing, launching and
working at Neptune Scoops?
a. One:
b. Two:

c. Three:
A potential 2022 Season
9. Do you think LP should run this program again? Should NS open next summer? (Y/N)
10. What are the top three bits of advice you’d share with LP’s next youth cohort and staff team...
a. One:
b. Two
c. three:
Rapid Fire
11. What three words would you pick to describe NS?
12. What three words would you pick to describe the youth team at NS this summer?
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Initial Budget for Neptune Scoops
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Youth Team Persona
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SMART Goals & Progress

May 2021

Create a S.M.A.R.T goal for yourself. What
specific goal will you set for yourself this
summer and how will you measure if you've
achieved your goal?

Try to make more connections with the
customers that come through the truck and
better my people skills.

my goal this summer is to save up enough
money to advance on my life and move out to
so that my plain is to grind for money and
essentially grow up

24-June-2021

How might you reach your SMART goal
with greater success?

Work more on my people skills by
conversing more with the customers and
asking more small talk questions.

4-Aug-2021
What is the
possibility that
you will reach
Why is reaching your goal possible? Has
the SMART
goal that you anything happened to interfere with
reaching your goal?
set? (1-10)

10

Reaching my goal is possible because by
working at Neptune Scoops I have gained
new communications skills by talking with
my co-workers and the customers. The only
interference is that some customers are
very rude, however I am learning to deal
with them.

7

Reaching my goal is possible because I
have already saved enough money to hit
goals for stuff that I want/need now for the
future (transformation, name change). I've
also matured during this process and am
more prepared for my future. Something
that may interfere is the amount of wants
that I have ended up spending money on
(snacks, hoodie).

This summer, my goal is to build my confidence
in talking to customers, since I can get a bit
nervous when faced with confrontation. I'll do
this by solving as many customer related
problems on my own while I'm working (unless
its severe and I have to reach out for support).
I'll build my customer service skills each day,
stay positive, and try to avoid letting customers
down in the first place.

I can reach my SMART goal with greater
success by putting forth an effort to put
myself into as many customer service
opportunities as possible and not shying
away from talking with customers.

My smart goal would be to excel in personal
connections I enjoy meeting new people but
suck at starting conversations. Be able to
explain to my parents about who I met and what
we talked about.

By creating an even more positive
workspace and environment for customers.

I want to learn how to work closely and
collaboratively with EVERYONE on the team, be
able to be patient, enthusiastic and a positive
person to work with. I want to learn how to be a
good coworker and respect everyone the same.
I want to learn from and make relationships with
are small team regardless of our differences and
different opinions. Learning how to work with all
kinds of people is something that I think is
important to be able to enjoy a job and make a
job enjoyable for others and therefore I want to
get good at that. So real people skills. I want to
do this by engaging my coworkers in
conversation and working to liked by the whole
team. If I walk away from this summer job with
friends and good relationships I will consider
this a success :)

I think I have actually done a decent job at
reaching my SMART goal thus far. As we go
into being open 7 days a week and working
more shifts I will be able to spend a lot more
time with my coworkers in pairs which will
be an amazing way to create genuine
relationships with others. I have already had
the opportunity to be a listening ear for a
couple girls who are dealing with some
tricky stuff right now and I hope to be a
constant form of support to them this
summer. I am learning a lot about and from
these girls and I hope that I can continue to
intentionally be a positive person to them.

9

Reaching my goal has been possible
because of the amount of exposure I've had
to customers this summer. I've been able to
solve diverse situations/requests and have
become more confident in talking to people
because of this.

10

My goal gets more likely to be obtained
because we have many people come to
interact with...I do have off days...like
anyone else...where the last thing I want is
to talk to anyone.

9.5

Reaching my goal is possible because my
team is just, fun, silly, friendly, chill,
responsible, communicatibe, and easy to
work with. Trying to be friends with all these
girls has been so easy. this job has been
such a fun environment and has been better
than I could've expected friendship-wise.
Our team is so close because of how small
it is and I love it. So far, no interference
which is crazy! I brag about my cowrkers to
my family all the time.

By the time operations and wrap up complete, I
would like to be better skilled at understanding
the financial aspect of business. I don’t know
how to measure that, but as of now I don’t really
get what’s happening when it comes to that.

I will take a look at the key documents and
talk with either Justin or Emily for
clarification on points that I don’t
understand.

My smart goal is to further develop my social
skills with customers and learn how to operate
and plan a successful business. I will manage
this goal by volunteering to take orders from
customers when I am working. I am managing
my goal of collaborating to plan a successful
business by participating in weekly meetings
and volunteering to work on documents and
tasks that need to be completed. I will know I
have achieved this goal when communicating
with customers becomes easy (the nice ones
and the rude ones too) and our business is
popular and successful in the town of Hanover.

I said my smart goal was to better my
customer service skills and create a
successful business (I have partially
achieved these goals but there is always
room for improvement). However I can
achieve greater success by upping social
media posts and always working to
overcome problems we have as a business
and using points touched on in this meeting.

10

Reaching my goal is possible because I
spent some time trying to understand the
sheets. I googled the little formula things still not 100% there. Might go back & try
again. I deciced to not ask LP staff because
they are busy and there is not a good time,
but Google works fine.

8

My goal is possible because I talk with
customers everyday. I get lots of practice
communicating with customers (nice and
rude ones too). One small thing that
interferes with my SMART goal is when we
have to close because of weather, however
I get lots of experience in between.

10.8.

Stages of Development

Beneficiary Stages of Development
Asset Areas:

Money / Income
Money management

Employment ->

Business
Planning ->

Training ->

Business Operations ->

Skills Enhancement ->

Transition Phase

Youth start making
bi-weekly paycheck

Learn the basic of
finances/cost and
budgeting

Learn the basic of
finances/cost and
budgeting

Learning how to track
income and revenue

Learn the basic of
finances/cost and
budgeting

Using financial
knowledge in our
personal and
professional futures

Celebrated for the
courage it takes to
apply for a job
without any previous
experience

Youth attend all
business planning
session and are part of
decision making

Exploring specific
interests under
leadership/guidance

Supported to succeed in
our roles and meet the
responsibilities that have
been established

Enhance specific interests
with the support and
resources from LP and
community leadership

Youth participate in
season end debrief
and reflect on their
experience

Problem-solving

Sense of Self
Self-Motivation

Experience

Roles and
responsibilities are
established
Youth begin leading
social enterprise

Work Ethic

Youth update resume
and practice interview
questions

Learn about what
interests you or a skill
that you didn't know
you had
Skills &
Employability
Interview Skills
Dependability
Updated resumé
Real-life experience

Youth experience
doing an interview (a
first for many)

Youth learn
organization skills,
collaborative work, and
working under an
employer/boss
Learning to do research
and apply what you
know when reaching
out

Youth attend
operations training
sessions
Having a 5 year Food
Handlers certification

Youth experience
physically working in a
workplace (showing up to
shifts, opening/closing
etc.)

Mentors and coaches will
be brought in to enhance
youth skills

Having a 5 year Food
Handlers certification
Youth now have the
knowledge of their
Interests within a
business and will use
them in the future.

Responsibility

Connections
Teamwork
Customer service
experience

Making connections
with LP staff through
the hiring process

Youth make
connections by
reaching out to other
small businesses for
market research

Youth make
connections with
community partners
through various
training sessions (ex.
EG team)
Youth learn team
working skills that help
them connect with
their team members
most effectively

Youth will be introduced
through working in the
social enterprise to
community members,
businesses, board
members, town council,
other community social
services

Enhancing people skills
(customer service) and
working collaboratively

Built connections and
relationships with
future friends,
coworkers, employers
and community
members

10.9.

Asset Map

8.1
GUIDELINES FOR RESUMING
IN-PERSON COUNCIL AND COMMITTEE MEETINGS
The Town of Hanover remains committed to reducing the impact this pandemic will have on
our employees, volunteers and those we serve. This is achieved through:
• a coordinated and balanced approach to COVID-19 that ensures reasonable
precautions are taken to protect council members, staff and volunteers from a health
and safety perspective;
• preventing (further) transmission of COVID-19 in our workplace and community;
• maintaining continuity of our business operations and critical services; and
• limiting unnecessary pressure on our healthcare system and providers.
The purpose of this guideline is to provide safety protocols as it relates to returning to in-person
council and committee of council/board meetings in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Screening
i.
Proof of vaccination must be presented by all council and committee of council/board
members (hereinafter referred to as ‘members’), staff and attendees prior to entering any
designated meeting room.
ii.

The CAO/Clerk (or designate) shall be present at each council meeting to guide all
members and attendees through the screening process. A staff representative shall be
present at all committee of council/board meetings to guide all attendees through the
screening process.

iii.

All persons entering a municipal facility to attend a meeting must follow the appropriate
screening protocols in place for that facility. All persons who pass the screening (a NO
or N/A response to all questions), can proceed to enter the facility and/or meeting
space.

iv.

If anyone answers YES to any of the screener questions, they are required to go home,
self-isolate and contact their health care provider for direction.

v.

For contact tracing purposes, all persons must sign in and out of the COVID-19 logbook,
provide contact information and indicate they passed the screening requirements. The
designated staff member shall be responsible for ensuring each attendee completes the
screening and signs the logbook. A designated individual will ensure the sign in sheets
are kept on file for a minimum of 4 weeks.

vi.

Members are permitted to arrive one half hour prior to the meeting unless otherwise
prearranged by staff.

vii.

In circumstances where a member is late, staff will do their best to coordinate and meet
the late comers and allow them entry into the building and/or meeting by following the
same procedure.

viii.

If a member or attendee requires the use of the elevator, a staff member will escort the
person(s) from the entrance to the chambers. Under no circumstances will staff enter
the elevator with the person(s). Instead, staff will use the staircase or designate

someone at the top of the staircase to meet the person(s) at the 2nd floor upon elevator
exit.
Masks/Face Coverings and Physical Distancing
i.
All members, staff and the public are required to wear face masks while indoors for
source control. Masks will be made available at all entrance doors for those that do not
have one.
ii.

When entering the Council Chambers or any of the designated meeting rooms,
members and staff must proceed directly to their designated seating area and remain
seated for the duration of the meeting. Exceptions are made for washroom breaks.
Cleaning and re-entry protocols must be adhered to upon (re)entering the chambers or
meeting rooms.

iii.

Every effort should be made to maintain a minimum distance of 2m from each other
while at any facility and in the designated meeting rooms. If 2m physical distance can
be maintained, masks may be removed once the member is seated. If 2m of distance
cannot be maintained, a barrier does not exist between members, and contact will not be
transient, eye protection (safety glasses/face shield) must also be worn.

Room Capacities
i.
Council Chambers has been set up with a capacity of 20 people for the purposes of
holding a council or other meeting. Council Chambers has been outfitted with barriers
between some members and staff. Masks may be removed while sitting in designated
seats. Masks must be donned prior to arising from your seat. All others should maintain
2m physical distancing. The attendance in the Council Chambers will normally consist
of 7 members of council and up to 10 staff meaning public attendance will be limited.
ii.

Only the Council Chambers has the ability to live stream meetings. Members and staff
will have the ability to attend either in-person or by Zoom as per the Town’s Procedural
By-law. Delegations will be required to attend by Zoom. Members of the public can still
view the meeting via the Town’s You Tube link.

iii.

The Winkler Room is a designated meeting room. The capacity of this room is 8 with
masks and 4 with 2m physical distancing.

iv.

The Saugeen Room is a designated meeting room. The capacity of this room is 16 with
masks and 10 with 2m physical distancing.

v.

The Board Room at the P&H Centre is a designated meeting room. The capacity of this
room is 14 with masks and 6 with 2m physical distancing.

i.

Gathering in areas outside of the meeting rooms or Council Chambers (i.e., lobby, hall
ways, outside, adjacent kitchenettes, etc.) is discouraged.

Administrative Controls
i.
Communication and signage will include the following:
a. Room capacities with and without masks;
b. Stay at home if sick or feeling unwell;
c. Face masks/coverings are mandatory indoors;
d. Frequent hand washing or sanitizing is required;
e. Maintain physical distancing signs and markers and follow routes if shown;
f. No close contact; handshakes, hugs, fist pumps, high “5s”; and
g. Use cough/ sneeze etiquette (cover mouth/nose with sleeve or elbow).
ii.

Hand sanitizer is available at the entry to the Council Chambers and each meeting room,
at each council member’s seating area, and throughout the Civic Centre and P & H
Centre.

iii.

Designated staff are responsible for monitoring staff and member numbers and ensuring
safety protocols and the provisions of this guideline are maintained at all times.

iv.

Members are asked to hang their own coats spaced out on a clothing rack provided in
the foyer. After the meeting, the hangers and the clothing rack will be sanitized.

v.

This COVID-19 Re-opening Safety Plan will be posted in the Council Chamber and each
meeting room so that everyone has access.

vi.

High touch areas in the Council Chambers, meeting rooms, foyers, and reception area
will be disinfected following the meeting. Sanitizing wipes will be available.

vii.

Food is not permitted in the meeting rooms. Members and staff are encouraged to bring
their own water/beverage and coffee/tea insulated cup.

8.2

2022

Committee of the Whole Meetings | 7:00pm
Council Meetings | 7:00pm

Voting Day - October 24

Holiday | Office Closed
Economic Development Committee | 9:00am
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Nomination Day - August 19, 2022
Current Term of Council Ends - November 14, 2022
New Term of Council - November 15, 2022 to November 14, 2026
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